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SOME WEAK EQUIVALENCES FOR CLASSIFYING SPACES

SOLOMON M. JEKEL1

Abstract. For topological categories S with fractions we give a model for the loops

on the classifying space ÜBC as a simplicial group which generalizes the fact that

ÜBC = 6 when 6 is a topological group. This construction is applied to give some

well-known, and some new, examples of weak equivalences between classifying

spaces arising in the theory of foliations.

Introduction. Let BY be the classifying space of a topological groupoid T. In [2]

the loop space ÍIBY is described up to weak homotopy as a simplicial group G^Y in

a way which generalizes the fact that ÜBG = G for G a topological group. In this

paper we extend the constructions of [2] to include certain topological categories G.

We prove that when ß has a "calculus of fractions" then SIBG = G¿3. The more

general construction provides a natural setting in which to obtain weak equivalences

between certain classifying spaces arising in the theory of foliations.

The applications are motivated by G. Segal's work on classifying spaces [8]. Segal

proves that the classifying space of the discrete monoid of smooth embeddings of R"

into itself is, up to weak equivalence, BY™, the classifying space for codimension-«

smooth foliations. We obtain a generalization of Segal's result by carrying out the

following program: to compare a monoid M and a groupoid T, (1) make M into a

topological category G with the same objects as Y, (2) check that G has fractions, (3)

compare Gfi with G^Y. The result is that this procedure works when Y is both a

sheaf and a groupoid over a contractible space, M is the monoid of sections of the

source map, and certain simple topological conditions are satisfied.

Peter Greenberg has used Segal's techniques to prove a somewhat different

version of our theorem [1].

We conclude with several examples of groupoids and associated monoids (in

addition to those of Segal's theorem) which fall into our general framework and arise

in the theory of foliations. For example, covered by our result is r„", the germs of

real analytic homeomorphisms of R", and we obtain a weak equivalence of BY" with

both the monoid of real analytic immersions of R" into itself and with the monoid of

real analytic embeddings of R" into itself.

1. Statement of the main theorem. Let T be a topological groupoid with contract-

ible object space S such that the source and target maps s, t are local homeomor-

phisms from T onto 0. For example, T may be the groupoid with the sheaf topology
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associated to a pseudogroup of local homeomorphism of 0. Let S(r)={/:0-»r|

sf = identity} be the set of sections of the source. Consider S(T) as a discrete

monoid under composition induced by Y.

Definition. A submonoid 91L(r) C c>(T) is called Y-complete if

(i) the collection of open sets {tm(G)}, m £ 91L(r), forms a basis for the topology

of 0, and

(ii) if U C 0 is any open set, and g: U -» Y is a section of the source such that

U -* tg(U) is a local homeomorphism, then for each m £ TTICT) with tm(Q) C U we

must have gm £ <DH(D:

->

->

0 0 0

For example S(T) is itself T-complete and 9H(r) C §(T), consisting of all

m £ §(T) so that 0 -» tm(&) is a 1-1 function, is T-complete.

Theorem 1. Let Y be a topological groupoid with contractible object space such that

the source and target maps are local homeomorphisms. Let 91t (T) be a Y-complete

(discrete) monoid. Then B^\i(Y) and BY have the same weak homotopy type.

The proof of Theorem 1 will be given in §5. The proof makes use of a

generalization of the loop construction of [2] from topological groupoids to topologi-

cal categories. Before stating this generalization (Theorem 2, §4) we introduce some

fundamental constructions for categories.

2. Discrete categories and fractions. Let G be a discrete small category with objects

0. We identify G with its set of morphisms and 0 with the subset of identity

morphisms.

Definition. The reduced set of G is the set (2/0 obtained by identifying all identity

morphisms to a point.

G/G inherits a partial multiplication from G as follows. Let (x, y) — xy denote

composition in 6: A -* B -» C Let 1 denote the equivalence class of 0 in (3/0.

Define a multiplication * : (x, j) -> x * j> in (5/0 by

(i) x * y = xy if x ¥= 1, y ¥= 1 and xy is defined in G,

(ii) x * 1 = 1 * x = x for x £ G/6.

Let NG be the nerve of G. We denote the set of />-simplices of NG by NpQ. Let 7V0

be the subsimplicial set of NG consisting of identity morphisms so that NG =

diagonal Gp. Let Np(G/G) = NpG/NpG.
Definition. The nerve ofG/G is the simplicial set U ^0Np(G/G) with faces and

degenericies induced by those of NG.

Definition. The universal group of G is the free group on the elements of 6/0

modulo the relations x ■ y — x * y. Here x ■ y is the free product, x * y is as above,

and a relation holds whenever x * y is defined. We denote this group by §0G.
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Definition. Let G be a discrete category. G is said to have a calculus of right

fractions if the following two conditions are satisfied [5].
XX _ X      —  V

(1) For each diagram A -» B «- C, x, y £ c, there is a diagram /4 «- 5 -» C, x,

j £ G and xjc = _yj>.

(2) If x, y: A -> B, and z E. G satisfies zx = zy, there is a w £ G so that xw = yw.

There is an analogous definition of a calculus of left fractions. We will say that G

has fractions if it has a calculus of left or right fractions.

The following fact is well known; see, for example, [5].

Theorem A. Let G be a discrete category. If G has fractions then | NG |, the

realization of the nerve ofG, is a disjoint union of K(tt, 1)'s.

The following fact is essential to the sequel and will be proved in §4.

Theorem B. Let G be a discrete category. If G has fractions then \N(G/G)\ is a

K{%e, i).

3. Topological categories and simplifiai fractions. Now let 6 be a topological

category. Let NG be the simplicial space which is the nerve of G. BG, the classifying

space ofG, is defined to be ||M3||.

Remark on realizations. We will make use of two different realizations of

simplicial spaces: | ■ | and || • ||. If A* is the standard ^-simplex and Ak is the space of

&-simplices of a simplicial space A, then \A | can be obtained as the quotient of the

disjoint union of Ak X Ak by first applying the equivalence relations (x, G*a) =

(G*x, a), using the face maps 0* of A, and then applying the relation using the

degeneracy maps 0* oí A, (x, G*a) — (G*x, a). The space constructed after the first

stage is \\A\\. For more details of the relationship between || • || and | • | see [7].

Let 5 and / be the source and target maps of G. For a topological space X, SPX

will be the singular ^-simplices on X, and SX the total singular complex of X. For

each/? > 0 consider SPG. We may view SPG as a discrete category with objects SPG.

The source and target maps s and t are defined by sf — s(f),tf — t(f) for / £ SPG.

If/, g £ SPQ their composition fg is given by fg(x) — f(x)g(x) for x a point in the

standard /^-simplex.

Let §pG — §0(SPG) be the universal group of the discrete category SPG. Consider

§J2 = Dp;a0§pG. We have well-defined face maps 3,: §pG -» §p-xG and well-defined

degeneracy maps a¡: §G -» § + XG induced by the faces and degeneracies of SPG.

Definition. The universal simplicial group of G is the simplicial group U 0§' G

together with the homomorphisms {3,} and {a,}.

We are interested in topological categories G which have the property that the

discrete categories SPG have fractions for each p > 0.

Definition. A topological category G is said to have simplicial fractions if each of

the discrete categories SpG,p > 0, has fractions.

Note. A topological groupoid always has simplicial fractions.
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4. Loops on the classifying space of a topological category.

Theorem 2. Let G be a topological groupoid which has simplifiai fractions. Suppose

G, the object space of Q, is contractible. Let QJG be the universal simplicial group of G.

Then there is a weak homotopy equivalence \§j2\-> ÜBG.

Theorem 2 is proved in exactly the same manner as the main theorem of [2] except

that we use Theorem B of § 2 (proved below) instead of Proposition 1.5 of [2].

For the proof of Theorem B we need only consider discrete categories with

fractions, so for the remainder of this section G is discrete.

Proof of Theorem B. First consider the case in which BG is connected. Choose

b £ 0, which will also represent a basepoint in BG. Let "Jbe the free group on the

points of 0 modulo the one relation b = 1. The following lemma describes §0G for an

arbitrary discrete G.

Lemma 1. There is an isomorphism B: §0G -» tt^BG) * 9\ (Here * denotes the free

product of groups.)

This is proved for discrete groupoids in [3, pp. 16-17]. To adapt the proof to

discrete categories we must replace the definition of basepath given there by the

appropriate definition for discrete categories. Then the discussion and proof in [3] go

over verbatim.

For x £ (? let x denote the formal inverse of x; s(x~]) = t(x) and t(x~]) = s(x).

A basepath p(q) from the basepoint & £ 0 to q £ 0 is a word p(q) — x¡ with

x¡ £ G satisfying t(xf ') = s(x¡í\), s(x*}) = b,t(xx±i) = q.

Note an element of irx(BG) can be represented by a basepath with s(x^1) =

'(*;') = i.

Choose once and for all a basepath p(q) from b to each object q £ 0.

For a £ G the word

i(a) = p{t(a))~  ■ a ■ p(s(a))

represents an element of ttx(BG). As in [3] the function Y -» itx(BG) * c5, given by

a -* t(a)~l * i(a) * s(a), induces the required isomorphism.

Note we are writing composition from right to left so our formulas are reversed

from [3],

We continue to consider a category G with objects 0 such that BG is connected.

We construct a groupoid G with objects G as follows. Let the morphisms of G be

0 X 0 X ttx(BG) and s(a, ß, x) = a, t(a,ß,x)-ß. We have a simplicial map

NG -> NG which is the identity on objects, and on morphisms is given by /:

x -> (s(x), t(x),(x)), where (x) is the generator of w^BG) determined by x £ G.
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5 passes to the quotient to give a diagram:

NG L NG

i I

N(G/G)     -     N{G/G)
g

Lemma 2. For G a discrete category,

(a)\NG\isaK(TTx(BG),\),

(b)\NG\isaK(TTt(BG),\),

(c)\N(G/G)\is a K(-nx(BG) * 9, 1).

Proof. For any category with fractions G, | NG\ is a K(tt, 1) [5] which implies (a)

and (b) above (although for groupoids this fact is easy to prove directly). That

\N(G/G)\ is a K(-n,1) follows, because if G is a groupoid then 6/0 has a pregroup

structure[4,9]. In this case vr, \N(G/G)\= 9* nx(BG) by Lemma 1.

Now 77, \N(G/G)\= c$*ttx(BG) = %(G). We conclude the proof of the theorem

(for BG connected) by showing that g induces a homotopy equivalence.

We have that | NG | and | NG | have the same homotopy type, so the same is true for

the cones of the maps \NG\^>\NG\ and |JV0|->|JV6|. Equivalently the spaces

| N(G/G) | and | N(G/6)\ have the same homotopy type.

The above proof applies equally well when BG is not connected. In this case

choose a basepoint ba £ 0 in each component. Then %G — SP *a-nx(BG, ba) where

CJ' is the free group on 0 modulo the relations ba = 1. Otherwise all of the details of

the above proof go through without additional modifications.

5. Proof of Theorem 1.

Proof. Given Y and ?M,{T) as in the theorem, construct a topological category

Ge¡¿Y) with objects (G^(Y)) = G and morpHsms (G^¿T)) = © X <9l(T). Denote

by s and / the source and target maps of G^Y) given by s(a, f ) — a, t(a, f) = tf(a).

We write G (Y) for Gt^T) in the sequel, but this category depends on 9H and Y.

Since 0 is contractible the continuous functor G(Y) -» 'DlL(r') defined by identify-

ing G to the identity of 'Dll(r) induces a homotopy equivalence BG(T) -* B<iJ\L(Y).

There is also a natural functor F: Q(Y) -> Y defined on morphisms by (a, f) ->

f(a). We claim that this functor induces a weak homotopy equivalence BG(Y) -> BY

which would prove the theorem.

Consider first G(Y) and Y with the discrete topology and their respective universal

groups §0G(Y) and §0Y.

Lemma 3. The functor F: G(Y) -* Y induces an isomorphism F^: §0G(Y) -* §0Y.

Proof. F^ is onto: Let x be a generator of %Y, that is, x £ Y. Represent x by a

local section x: U^Y such that U -» tx(U) is a local homeomorphism. By our

hypothesis there is an m £ 9H(r) such that xm is defined and in (3H(r). Consider

the element in @0G(Y) represented by the word in the free group on 0 X 911 (T) given

by w = (a, xm) ■ (a, m)~x where tm(a) = s(x). Then F^w = x.
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F^ is 1-1. Let w = (a,, m,)' ' • • • (a„, mn) ' ' be an element of Ö06(T) such that

vv = mx '(a,) ■ ■ • m^](an) = 1 in §0(Y). Without loss of generality we may assume

w is itself a composable sequence of elements, that is, t(mjx(aj)) = ¿(mjl'^a _,))

for Sor is a pregroup, so it satisfies the regularity conditions of [4].

Then by F-completeness there exists an m £ "?Tt(r) such that

w ■ (a, m) = (a,, m,)     • • • (a„, mn)    (a,m) = (a,m),

where a is defined so that m(a) = a„ and w(0) is a sufficiently small neighborhood

of a. Therefore w = 1 in §06(r) and F* is 1-1. Note for this calculation, if

m(8) C «(0) and m(a) = n(ß) then (/?, «)"' • (a,w) = (a, n'^m) is in§06(r) since

«-'m e9H(r).
Consider the open cover of 0 by ^i — {i/(0)|/£ 91t(r)}. There is an induced

open cover of Y by open sets of the form {x\s(x) £ U, t(x) £ V, U, V £ %}. We

also have an induced open cover on NqG(Y) for each q s* 0. Consider the bisimplicial

sets SNG(Y) = Upq^0SpNqG(Y) and ¿AT = Upq^0SpNqY consisting of singular

simplices subordinate to the covers just given. It is not hard to see that | SNG(Y) |->

BG(Y) and |SAT|-» BY are weak equivalences. Moreover, we have a well-defined

bisimplicial map F: SNG(Y) - SNY.

We wish to compare the vertical complexes of those bisimplicial sets.

Consider the discrete categories SPG(Y) and ST and their universal groups

^(S^r)) and §0(SPY). The proof of Lemma 3 applies in the same manner to the

discrete categories SPG(Y) and SPY to show

Lemma 4. The bisimplicial map F: SNG(Y) -» SNY induces an isomorphism F^:

$0SPG(Y) -» §0SPY for allp > 0, hence a simplicial isomorphism of the corresponding

simplicial groups §ß(Y) = Up^0§0SpG(Y), §,Y = Up^0§0SpY.

We verify now that G(Y) has right simplicial fractions. The proof that SPG(Y) has

fractions for p > 1 is completely analogous to that for p = 0. So for p = 0 we
x       y

consider a diagram A -» B <- C. That is, x = (A, m), A £ 0, w £ 911(1") and

j = (C, n), C £ 0, /7 £ 9H(JX and 5 = n(C) = m(A). Let « = n \v for C/ an open

set in 0 such that U ^ tn(U) is local homeomorphism and tn(U) C m(G). By

T-completeness there is a p £ 'Dlt(r) such that «"'m/> is in 9H(r) with B £ 0 such
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thatp(B) = A. Set x = (B, p),y = (B, ñ~[mp). Then the following diagram verifies

condition (1) for fractions:

B

x/ \y

A C

x\ i/y

B

For condition (2) consider x — (A, m), y = (A, n) with m(A) = n(A) — B. If

there isaz£S(T)so that zx = xy, then clearly there is an open set U containing

A £ 0 such that the local homeomorphisms U -» tm(U) and U -» /«(Í/) are identi-

cal. So by T-completeness there isa/?£91t(r) such that mp ~ np. Choose C so that

p(C) — A. Then w — (C, p) satisfies xw — yw.

We have proved that SPG(Y) has right simplicial fractions. Then Theorem 2

applies to the following diagram to show that A and B are weak homotopy

equivalences:

|g,6(r)|     i     S1BG(Y)

c I Id

|(Lri      -      siBY
B

By Lemma 2, C is a weak equivalence. Since we already have that B&(Y) -» B<tNl(Y)

is a weak equivalence, the theorem is proved.

Remark. The monoid 91t (T) fails to satisfy property (1) for fractions: Consider

/, g £ 91t(T) so that/(0) D g(0) = 0. There is no appropriate diagram associated

to •->•«-• .
/    g

6. Examples. (1) Let 0 = R" and let Y = r„r be the groupoid of germs of local C

differentiable homeomorphisms of R", 1 =£ r < oo, with the sheaf topology. Then

S(T) is the monoid of C immersions of R" into itself. The main theorem gives a

weak equivalence of BY and BGJ\L(Y).

(2) Let 0 and Y be as in Example (1) and let 9lt(r) = E(Y) be the monoid of

embeddings of R" into itself. The proof of the main theorem applies since E(Y) is

T-complete to give a weak equivalence of BY and BE(Y). This equivalence is G.

Segal's theorem [8].

(3) Let 0 = R" and Y = Y" be the sheaf of germs of local real analytic homeomor-

phisms of R". The sections of the source map have arbitrarily small targets so they

satisfy the hypothesis of the main theorem. We obtain a weak equivalence of BY and

B'è(Y) and also BY and BE(Y) in this case as well.

(4) The sheaf of germs of local holomorphic homeomorphisms.

(5) Let 0 = R" and let Y = FT„r, 1 < r < oo, w be the sheaf of germs of volume

preserving Cr homeomorphisms of R". P. Greenberg has observed that the hypothe-

ses of the main theorem are satisfied so that we obtain a weak equivalence of BY
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and ßS(T) in this case. On the other hand there are no arbitrarily small volume

preserving embeddings of R" into itself, so our theorem fails to give an equivalence of

BY and BE(Y) in this case. However, D. McDuff has proved that there is an

equivalence if n > 3. Whether there is such an equivalence for n = 2 is an open

question.
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